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And so on... A: You cannot do it with sed, sed can only edit the lines where it is. What you can do is to use awk.
You can simply remove the line that contains the keywords (i.e. the process would be: awk '$0 ~

/2014/{close(f)}; /^[0-9\:]*$/ {f=$0} $0 ~ /2014/{print f}' infile.csv if you want to replace them by a space, you
could do: awk '$0 ~ /2014/{close(f)}; /^[0-9\:]*$/ {f=$0} $0 ~ /2014/{print f}' infile.csv | sed's/ //' | sed's/\(.\)/\1
/g' The way I wrote above is the following: awk reads the file, the lines are filtered depending on the condition,
and a file is redirected to the output if the line matches; sed removes the new lines because you want to print
the original file but they are not needed anymore, the lines are separated by tab; sed finally adds tabs to the

begining and the end of the lines to make the text appear more tidy. This is all you need to do: the 3 commands.
To demonstrate how awk works, we can use a simple example: awk '$0 ~ /2014/{print $0}' infile.txt $0 variable
will hold the whole line (including \r ) and the condition will be true if the whole line contains 2014, in this case
$0 will contain something like: /2014/2014.01.14 00:00:00 start 2014.01.14 00:00:00 start since $0 will contain
the whole line, printing just $0 would print the whole line which contains 2014. And now, when the condition is

not true and it does not contain 2014, the line is printed. For your case, you could do: awk '$0 ~
/2014/{close(f)}; /^[0-9\:]*$/ {f=$0} $0 ~ /2014/{print f}' infile.csv to c6a93da74d
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